
All our  worktops are bespoke and made to your requirements. This will require one of our templaters to visit your property to 

take accurate measurements of the required areas.  

Please follow all preparation guidelines to avoid:  

-Delays in manufacturing 

-Additional charges 

-The templater leaving, without template taking place 

Be Present  

So that we can confirm all details are correct with you at the time of templating we ask that you or your  

designated representative be present throughout the templating procedure. 

They must be a decision maker. 

Lighting 

We require adequate lighting to carry out the template. 

Kitchen Accessories 

Please ensure the following items are on site before the template commences: 

Sinks, Taps, Leg supports, Hob, Pop-up sockets, Brackets and any other items that attach to the worktops. 

TS Granite will follow the sink manufactures cut-out and 

overhang specification unless otherwise specified. 

Appliances 

AGAs and Ranges should be in their final positions before templating takes place. 

Sinks 

Before templating commences please ensure Sinks are fitted (please allow 2-3mm movement and leave 

free to move) so that an accurate template can be created and we can get the correct position for the 

drainer grooves.  PLEASE NO NOT USE MASTIC TO FIX IN POSSITION WE WILL NEED TO REMOVE SINK 

DURING INSTALLATION 



Curved Features 

If you have any curved features it is important that the doors are fitted so we can get an accurate over-

hang to match your door, the cabinet isn't always an accurate representation of the radius required.  

Wall finish can not change between template and installation, please ensure any 

plastering work is complete prior to the template taking place.  

Missing and unsecured cabinets can result in inaccurate measurements. All end panels must be 

fitted.  

Please ensure that all cabinets are level straight, plumb and secure. Please also remove any old or 

temporary worktops before template. TS Granite will not remove worktops unless shown on your 

quote. 

Access 

To create the most accurate templates we will require a minimum of 1 hour uninterrupted to 

complete your templates. We will also require a clean clutter free area to work, please ensure 

cabinets are clear and easily accessible.  

Unsupported Areas 

Wall battens will be required where there is an unsupported run bigger than 600mm or if advised by 

our templater when they visit your property. 

Our worktops may require hob rails or sink rails around a cut out,  

we will explain this with you in more detail if required.  

TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE  

CONTACT  THE  TS GRANITE SALES TEAM  

TSGRANITE.COM 

    01785 665196                          -          SALES@TSGRANITE.COM 


